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By Jessica Langdorf

It is  no secret that when it comes to mobile commerce, the usability of the design and features for potential
customers who are using a brand's site is a critical factor. This is also true for the live assistance and other forms of
mobile engagement that guide and influence these customers.

So what human-computer interaction elements are vital to a brand's mobile experience success?

Mobile growth trajectory peaking
We are entering a new era of mobile.

Although smartphone penetration has grown considerably over the past five years, the mix of smartphone traffic is
now leveling off.

The graph below shows a typical example from our customer data the smartphone mix of traffic grew tremendously
by more than 10x from 2010 to 2014, while the mix only increased 16 percent from 2014 to 2015.

This trend is supported by other research as well.

EMarketer has also shown that while mobile sales continue to grow, they are growing at a more shallow growth
trajectory than what we have experienced in the past few years.

Now, what is also interesting is that while smartphone and tablet visits are continuing to gain volume quarter over
quarter, albeit at a slower pace, desktop visits are remaining relatively flat. This means that mobile traffic is additive
rather than cannibalizing desktop and laptop traffic.

TouchCommerce enterprise cus tomer data: Web s ite traffic by device

New audience means new approach to engagement
Mobile introduces new eyeballs that brands were previously not taking advantage of, but they are different eyeballs
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with different intent and in different stages of the purchase-consideration process.

This means that tackling mobile design, engagement and optimization will be increasingly less effective if done in
a siloed environment.

In our customer data, the contribution to mobile devices tends to be half that of standard desktop and laptop devices.
This is due to deprioritizing mobile engagements as a result of lower conversion rates and lower overall mobile
device engagement rates from users. But why?

Lower engagement rates on mobile devices are related to mobile device usability and the user's level of intent.

Mobile device users tend to be more passive in the engagement as they are less intended browsers a critical factor
to consider in designing tools and campaigns for mobile commerce.

Considerations for boosting mcommerce
So what are the key underlying factors for why mobile devices convert traffic at lower rates than desktop and laptop?

Commonly noted issues include network speed, smaller real estate and limited tactile engagement options: no
mouse or traditional keyboard, instead tap, swipe and now gesture.

Furthermore, mobile devices tend to bring in a less captive audience: simultaneous screen viewing, shorter attention
spans and less intentional browsing.

But it would be a huge mistake to interpret these lower conversion rates as a bad thing.

It is  important to value the incremental nature of new eyeballs to your brand and the corresponding influence that
mobile has on retail, phone and desktop purchases.

Here are four areas where improvement can mean huge gains in mobile commerce effectiveness:

1. Mobile funnel design
One big mistake that brands make is to use the same funnel and design that they are using for desktop on their
mobile devices.

To get this right, it is  vital to implement a mobile-first strategy using mobile engagement design best practice along
with conducting tons of A/B and multivariate testing of elements.

2. User behavior differences across devices
The customer experience is not static on mobile devices.

For example, when it comes to screen orientation, most users do not have much of a choice when using desktops
and laptops.

But by virtue of mobile devices being held in users' hands, they are able to customize their experience to their liking.

In our data analyses, we have found that the vast majority of smartphone users rotate their phone to landscape mode
when completing an order. This is believed to be due to wanting to use both fingers on the keyboard to enter data
into the checkout fields, and because many mobile checkout fields were designed like the desktop better suited for
landscape view.

When designing the mobile commerce experience, ensure that you are not requiring the user to perform unintuitive
actions, such as rotating the screen when placing an order.

3. Impactful mobile engagement
Real-time engagement such as live chat can be highly impactful in the mobile environment, but there are many
nuances to consider, ranging from chat button placement to window size to timing.

What is particularly important, though, is not to disturb the flow for the end-user.

For example, our A/B testing has shown that a dynamic callout promoting click-to-chat doubled click rates and
correspondingly increased mobile chat sales by 80 percent.

A callout is much less intrusive than proactively presenting a chat window on the limited smartphone screen space,
and therefore supports the idea of subtlety engagement in mobile-friendly design and targeting.

Another non-intrusive method in engaging mobile users is through automated solutions such as product guides.

In prior testing, we have seen as much as 5 times interest in engagement through automated guides than live



 

assistance.

4. Cross-device tracking
As consumers use more tools when making purchases or buying decisions, it is  critical to implement a cross-device
tracking strategy that quantifies the significant impact that mobile has on brand sales above and beyond the
conversions that occur on the mobile device.

Understanding the differences between mobile and desktop conversion can help brands better interpret conversion
rates, while also factoring in the pros and cons of requiring user verification, single sign-on and social media
logins in the context of mobile conversion.

ADVANCEMENTS IN usability in mobile designs along with increased user adoption has boosted confidence of
transacting on mobile devices.

However, there is still tremendous room for improvement for mobile conversion rates.

By examining specific tips and techniques to capture consumers on mobile and by developing a cross-device
tracking strategy, brands can better optimize mobile opportunities.

With the changing dynamics in recent mobile growth, brands will want to make sure that they are squeezing the most
results out of the mix.

Jessica Langdorf is vice president of the digital interactions lab at TouchCommerce, Agoura Hills, CA. Reach her at
jessica.langdorf@touchcommerce.com.
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